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After hanging up the phone, Lin Fan sat on the sofa and thought for a

while!

After a long time, he finally sneered:

“It seems that you must die!”

Originally, he didn’t want to be familiar with idiots like Ouyang Feifei,

but Ouyang Feifei repeatedly provocations reluctantly, so Lin Fan

naturally can’t continue to stand by.

Ouyang Feifei wants to destroy Washington DC Pharmaceuticals!

Then Lin Fan can only destroy her!

At this time, Ouyang Feifei and Wan Lishi had just attended the press

conference and came to the backstage of the company.

Ouyang Feifei changed her helplessness and weakness just now, with a

spiteful look on her face, and asked Wan Li:

“Sister Li, what’s going on at Washington Pharmaceuticals?”

Wan Li Shi laughed unkindly and said:

“Just half an hour ago, they were completely in a public relations crisis,

and I also learned from the Wall Street report that just that moment,

their stocks began to plummet, and the group directly evaporated 3

billion!”

“Moreover, this number is still rising! Feifei, you have disabled them

this time, haha!”

Hear the words!

Ouyang Feifei suddenly became even more proud, and sneered:

“Deserve it! Let them dare to offend me, Ouyang Feifei, and prevent

them from losing 10 billion, I will not give up!”

She wants Washington Pharmaceuticals to come and apologize

personally!

It is even more so that Zhang Jianjun kneels in front of her begging for

mercy!

Lao Tzu is a big star, offend me?

My fan drowned you with a mouthful of water!

Ouyang Feifei couldn’t help feeling triumphant, thinking that she could

make a super boss like Zhang Jianjun scorched.

And just now!

A middle-aged man who looked like a pig head walked in from the

door and said with a big smile:

“My little baby, the next release meeting is about to begin. Are you

ready?”

The person in front of him is named Jiang Zunsheng, the big boss of

Ouyang Feifei Brokerage Company!

Seeing Jiang Zunsheng, he snorted suddenly, turned his head, and

looked upset.

“Baby, what’s the matter with you? Zhang Jianjun has offended you,

how can I offend you?”

Jiang Zunsheng greeted him with a smile on his face, his tone very

ambiguous.

Because he is not only Ouyang Feifei’s boss, but also Ouyang Feifei’s

concubine. It is precisely because of Ouyang Feifei’s skill in bed that he

comforts Jiang Zunsheng.

That’s why Jiang Zunsheng decided to spare no effort to cultivate

Ouyang Feifei!

“Why don’t you offend me? Zhang Jianjun bullied me, and you didn’t

help me out, you are bullying me!”

Ouyang Feifei put on a pitiful appearance and pushed Ouyang Feifei

vigorously:

“I also said that they are your beloved, little baby, you don’t feel sorry

for them at all, they have been waiting for you for so long, and you

men don’t have a good thing!”

Hear the words!

Jiang Zunsheng smiled brighter, took Ouyang Feifei into his arms, and

comforted:

“Why don’t I feel sorry for you, don’t worry! When Zhang Jianjun

comes to me, I will knock him hard. There is no ten billions of billions.

I will never give up!”

Obviously!

Jiang Zunsheng has already sided with Ouyang Feifei. In the past, he

never dared to offend Zhang Jianjun, but as the saying goes, there must

be a brave husband under the reward.

Thinking of extorting Zhang Jianjun fiercely, Jiang Zunsheng became

bolder.

Anyway, even if Zhang Jianjun settled after the autumn, he was only

looking for Ouyang Feifei, and the billions of compensation had

already fallen into his Jiang Zunsheng’s pocket.

Ten billions?

Ouyang Feifei’s eyes suddenly lit up, and a touch of greed appeared on

his face:

“I don’t care, you can score me a little when the time comes!”

She earned this money, so she naturally has to divide it.

“Don’t worry, can I still treat my prudent heart badly?”

Jiang Zunsheng promised, but he was sneer in his heart. When the

money entered his pocket, would Ouyang Feifei have the final say?

And just now!

Jiang Zunsheng’s secretary walked in from the door and said

respectfully:

“Dong Jiang, Washington Pharmaceuticals is here!”
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